CONTACTING PROSPECTS ON SOCIAL MEDIA

DO NOT:
1.) Tweet at a prospect.
2.) Re-tweet a prospect.
3.) “Like” a prospect’s Facebook post or pictures.
4.) Post comments about or pictures of a prospect on any social media site where they can be seen by others (you may correspond via Direct Message or in other ways that no one else can see).

HYPOTHETICAL:
Q: A Southern Miss student-athlete hosts a prospect on an official visit. They realize they have a lot in common and make plans to hang out in the future. The student-athlete posts on the prospect’s Twitter page, “GR8 TIME KCKN IT ON UR VISIT, UD MAKE A GOOD GOLDEN EAGLE! #SMTTT.” Is this ok?
A: NO! A student-athlete may not post on a prospect’s Twitter page.
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ACS Reminders

- Remember to request approval of your guests in advance. New guests must be approved before you can request a ticket for them! Approval may take 24 Hours!
- Answer ACS questions about your guests for approval. Incomplete answers will result in guest denial.
- Remind all guests to bring ID, otherwise they will not be admitted!
- ACADEMIC YEAR EMPLOYMENT: Please remember to fill out the required ACS form when you start a new job during the year!

SOUTHERN MISS TRIVIA

1.) We are the Golden Eagles! Can you name any (or all??) of the University’s previous mascots?

2.) Name all the Division 1 NCAA institutions in the State of Mississippi (Hint: there are 6).

As official visit hosts and representatives of the University in competition, you all play an important role in the recruiting process. As a result, prospective student-athletes will want to connect with you through social media. Unfortunately, the NCAA limits the contact you may have with these individuals. Please be sure to not engage in the following activities:
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SOUTHERN MISS TRIVIA
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IN THE NEWS

This month, two basketball student-athletes at the University of Oregon were suspended for nine games for selling shoes they received from the University. The NCAA prohibits student-athletes from selling any apparel or equipment they receive as a result of their participation in athletics. As this story makes clear, violating this rule will jeopardize your eligibility!

SEYMOUR'S COMPLIANCE TIPS

1.) During the season, your team may practice 4 hours in a day. How many additional hours of strength and conditioning are permitted?

-0! Required strength and conditioning sessions are included in the 4 hour daily/20 hour weekly max.

2.) What GPA do you need to be eligible?
-Throughout Sophomore Year: 1.8
-Throughout Junior Year: 1.9
-Throughout Senior Year: 2.0

3.) Can you accept money from a teammate for adding one of his/her guests to your ACS list?

-NO! You cannot receive value from anyone for complimentary tickets!

Trivia Answers

1.) Normalites, Tigers, Yellow Jackets, Confederates, Southerners.

2.) Southern Miss, Jackson State, Alcorn State, Mississippi Valley State, Mississippi State, Ole Miss.

2013 Holiday Class Schedules

Nov. 27-Dec. 1
Thanksgiving Holiday-No Classes

Dec. 7 & 9-12
Exams

Dec. 13-Jan. 13
Winter Vacation

January 14
Spring Semester Classes Begin

ANONYMOUS TIPS:
You may report any tips/concerns anonymously via the link at the bottom right corner of the compliance page on the Southern Miss website.

NCAA

Twitter—@USMCOMPLIANCE